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Welcome – summarise purpose of session and slides will be circulated
About me – Chair local academy committee, member of MAT providing alternative 
provision. Previous role as a governance officer for a 25 school MAT.
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Overview
• About us

• Updates to website and membership

• What’s free – incl. skills audit, job site
• NGA Learning Link free trial

• Annual Governance Survey

• Learning from External Reviews of Governance

• NGA Manifesto

• Upcoming Events
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About us

NGA is the national membership association for governors, 
trustees and governance professionals in England’s state 
schools and trusts.

We empower those in school and trust governance with 
valuable resources, expert support and e-learning. Together, 
we’re raising standards to ensure every pupil can thrive today –
and tomorrow.

Some of you will be familiar with NGA and for some it may be the first time you 
have heard of the charity. NGA was set up in 2006, from two governor associations 
joining together. 
We support governors, trustees and clerks in all state schools in England. Our 
mission is to improve the educational standards and wellbeing of young people by 
increasing the effectiveness of governing boards and promoting high 
standards. Wellbeing has to be the key and safeguarding is all of our responsibility. 
a) NGA is funded by membership subscriptions and so is independent 
b) NGA is the only national organisation focused on school governance and as 

such is the first port of call for government and other policy makers 
c) NGA is heavily referenced in the DfE’s Governance Handbook
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NGA membership

We have a variety of membership packages to suit your needs 
and support you in your governing role. Benefits include: 

Gold Advice
Expert, confidential 
and independent 
governance advice.

Knowledge Centre 
Best practice 
guidance, templates, 
checklists, insights 
and much more. 

Welcome to 
Governance LIVE 
Sessions to help new 
governors and trustees 
make an impact in the 
first six months.

Leadership forums
A platform for sharing 
ideas, discussing 
challenges, and 
exploring future plans.

Publications
Helpful guides for 
both experienced 
and new governors 
and trustees. 

Governing Matters
Membership 
magazine providing 
essential reading on 
strategic leadership. 

Webinars and podcasts 
Expert-led discussions, 
debates and insights into 
the latest thinking on 
governance.

Making your voice heard 
We represent you at the 
national level and raise 
the profile of governance.

Weekly e-newsletter 
The best way to keep 
up to date with 
important governance 
and education news.

Member events 
Join in, network and 
learn from your peers: 
there are over 30 events 
a year to choose from.

NGA Learning Link e-learning
Discounts on flexible 
on-demand training from 
our e-learning service.

This slide gives an overview of our services and I just 
wanted to highlight that all of our webinars,  blogs and 
research are free to access.
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We are expert leaders in school and trust governance

• We support governors, trustees and clerks in all schools in 
England

• We increase the effectiveness of governing boards
• We provide information, advice and guidance, professional 

development and e-learning
• We lobby on the behalf of schools at the DfE

NGA has over 80,000 members (70% of schools and trusts) We use your feedback to 
represent and lobby on the behalf of schools.
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Publications
– Governing a Multi Academy Trust: A handbook for new trustees
– Chairs’ Handbook for new chairs
– Welcome to Governance for new local governors
– Governing Matters and weekly e-newsletter

- One Governing in a MAT Handbook per new trustee – Published October 
2023

- One Chair’s Handbook per trust chair and local chair Handbook-
September 2022

- One Welcome to Governance one per new local governor – October 
2023 – 14th edition

- £16 each or £8 for members. NGA MAT members: all academy 
committee (local governing body) members who are new to governance 
also receive a free copy of this guide.

- Governing Matters – quarterly
- Weekly email briefing – education updates and resources to support 

governance
- To receive your free copy, update your communication preferences (tick 'I 

am new to governance') and ensure your address is up to date.
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Membership  
•GOLDline Advice Service

– NGA advisors help with queries relating to an extensive range of topics

• Induction   
– Welcome to Governance LIVE 

Staffed 9 – 5 Monday to Friday
Governance Live - Virtual induction sessions at least once 
a term – not recorded so discusson enabled
Maintained school governors 30 January 2024 16:00 –
17:15 
Local academy governors 31 January 2024 16:00 – 17:15 
Trustees Trustees 7 February 2024 16:00 – 17:15
Click Events on the washing line
One-hour session will explore:
• what to expect – positives and real-life challenges
• top tips and support available
• how to make an impact quickly
• the type of school or trust you want yours to be and 
how to help achieve that vision
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Knowledge Centre 
Access to timely and practical governance resources 

For Schools & Trusts | National Governance Association (www.nga.org.uk)

Exclusively for 
NGA members

Second drop down select whether you are an academy trust or a maintained school 
Free resources mentioned here – dealing with RAAC (interestingly many schools in Essex impacted) and 
What schools should publish online.
NGA guidance is designed to support you and covers:

 the specific responsibilities that boards have

 why it matters

 who the board works with

 how the board fulfils its role in practice

 informed by our conversations with you

 relevant to your school/trust setting

 accessible (ready to pick up and use)
Topics will also show relevant Learning Link training, blogs, articles etc
Symbol for members only
Topics – often searched for items
News and views – GM, Blogs, Newsletter – Campaign – Governor Workload
Search
NGA Knowledge Centre holds lots of resources that includes guidance, planners, templates, tools and 
checklists. If you’ve not had chance to spend much time on the new NGA website that we launched in 
the summer, I just wanted to highlight a few features that you and the boards you support might find 
useful. So you can see on the right hand side there a view of the Knowledge Centre and just underneath 
the blue banner at the top are some dropdown filters. You can see where I’ve zoomed in on those on 
the left hand side of the screen, this gives our members the ability to find the resources that are 
relevant to them, both in terms of their setting, their roll and also the topic they’re interested in. 
Moving on now…
You can see on the right hand side there a view of the Knowledge Centre and just under that blue 
banner, you’ll find a few drop down filters (that are actually in use across the website) 
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Assess your board’s needs

 Skills Audit
 What skills and experience do your 

board members already have?  
 What are the skills and knowledge 

gaps?
 Board requirements

 What link roles do you have?
 What activities are you undertaking, 

eg panel work?
 Is an Ofsted inspection imminent?

 Training
 What training gaps do you have?
 What training needs refreshing, eg

Safeguarding?

Any items mentioned in the DfE Governance Handbook remain free such as the 
skills audit. We develop templates as we know they really do make the job of 
governance that little bit easier.
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Preview free modules

• Governance: your role, your responsibilities, 
your organisation

• What does the governance professional do?

• Equality, diversity and inclusion programme

• Arts and cultural education

nga.org.uk/learning-link/free-trial

Start your e-learning free trial

Sign up to access flexible e-learning to develop 
governance skills and knowledge.

Fast-track your 
governance skills

• Designed for busy governors, trustees and governance professionals
• Written by experts and cover all the essentials for an effective governing team
• Available when you need it to learn at your own time and pace
• Learning Link is time-saving and affordable
knowledge gaps quickly nd tackle every challenge with confidence
Safeguarding course is compliant with the requirements set out in KCSiE 2023.
Subscription fee Membership provides discount
NONE  £198  GOLD £99 STANDARD £139
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New module: 
Interactive NGA 
Skills Audit

• First module designed to be completed as a board

• Includes a downloadable record of the board’s responses

• Suggests relevant Knowledge Centre resources and other 
Learning Link content

• Repeatable each academic year
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• Safer Recruitment – November
– Discover what safer recruitment is and how it applies to the education sector
– Identify how governors can contribute to safer recruitment and how they can apply the 

recruitment process in their settings
– Understand how to maintain a safer culture in schools

• Greener Governance – November
– A broad overview of environmental sustainability 
– Why this matters to schools and trusts
– How governors can begin to take action

• Introduction to Chairing – Spring 2024
– How to run a meeting
– The legal requirements of the role
– How to build good relationships

Coming soon…
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Development for Chairs

Building trust board leadership

• A specialist programme for current or aspiring 
chairs 

• Suitable for trusts of all sizes

• A blend of flexible learning 

• Facilitated live online by governance experts

• Developing knowledge, leadership skills and 
networks

Autumn 2023 
cohorts now full.
Places for Spring 

2024 cohorts 
available.

£295 per participant 
£270 for NGA members

nga.org.uk/training/individuals/lg-chairs-development
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Development for Chairs

nga.org.uk/training/individuals/lg-chairs-development
https://nga.org.uk/governance-professional-jobs/
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Annual Governance Survey 2023: 
Navigating challenges and 
shaping the future

School and Trust Annual Governance Survey 2023 | 
National Governance Association (nga.org.uk)
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The report explores…

1. Challenges and priorities
2. The governance role
3. Finance
4. Staffing
5. Pupil success & wellbeing
6. Stakeholder engagement 
7. School campus
8. Ofsted 
9. Special educational needs and disabilities 
10. MAT governance 
11. Government performance 

As you can see we covered many topics this year, and I 
am going to touch on a few of these in more detail this 
evening
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Methodology 

2,695 participants 25 April 2023 - 2 June 2023 

13
years

Of the annual 
governance survey 

76%
NGA members 50% trust respondents

34% Chairs/co-
chairs

Hosted and supported by Edurio’ s survey platform. 

• Over 2.5k respondents,, the majority of respondents (91%) were aged 40 or over. The 
survey is in its 13th year and taken in May before RAAC surveys

• Certain questions in the annual survey appear every other year. This is so that we can 
explore these topics longitudinally whilst also leaving room for more in detail 
questions on other topical issues to keep the survey relevant to current affairs.

• Yorkshire and Humber region had 252 respondents. Mostly from maintained school 
governors (45%) which compares to 50% AGS

A single academy trust board 11% AGS 7% Y & H
A multi academy trust board 24% AGS 28% Y & H
A local governing body/academy committee or equivalent 15% AGS 20% Y & H

AGS = Annual Governance Survey
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Top challenges for schools and trusts 

Balancing 
the budget 

• 52% of schools and trusts find balancing the budget a top challenge. 
• Maintained school were more likely to report this as a top challenge 

compared to MATs, SATs and academies. 

Attendance

• More than a quarter (28%) reported attendance as an issue for their 
school/s. 

• Attendance is a challenge for 35% of secondary schools 

SEND

• 24% of respondents said that support for pupils with SEND is a 
challenge. 

• Primary schools were above average on this issue  

3 top challenges: Budget, attendance and SEND, Just focusing on budget as I will come on 
later to SEND and attendance.
- Around 9 out of 10 schools in Y&H have been negatively impacted by 
the increase in energy costs on their school.

There is a mixed picture when considering the medium to long term (3-5 
years) position of schools and trusts the region:
- 14% of schools/ trusts stated they were financially sustainable with 
current levels of funding and income. 
- Slightly under half (44%) are financially sustainable with efficiency 
savings and drawing on unspent funds. 
- Just under a third (32%) of schools/ trusts stated that they were 
financially unsustainable without significant changes.
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Strategic priorities for schools and trusts overall 

Improving 
attainment

• Over a third listed this as a priority (34%) 
• A clear priority for both primary and secondary 

Broad and 
balanced 

curriculum

• 32% have this as a strategic priority 
• Primary governing boards were more likely to list this as a 

priority compared to secondary

Attendance

• Differences across board types, with maintained boards 
prioritising support for pupils with special educational needs 
instead of attendance 

Strategic priorities: improving attainment. Curriculum and attendance.
Let’s look at these challenges and priorities by school phase
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Top 3 challenges in primaries. The SEND issues 
highlighted include: 
- Funding (66%) 
- Obtaining EHCPs (58%), 
- 53% cited challenges engaging support, 
- 25% cited appointment or skills of SENCO/support staff 
- over 22% of respondents parental engagement as a 
challenge
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In Secondaries we see that behaviour and exclusions come into the top 3 challenges
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Behaviour and exclusions  

68% reported an 
increase in 
challenging 

behaviour in the 
past 12 months. 

23% have seen 
an increase in 

permanent 
exclusions in the 
past 12 months.

Strategies to reduce suspensions 
and exclusions 
• Activities to develop social-

emotional skills (46%)
• Pastoral and/or academic 

mentoring (37%)
• Therapeutic techniques to help 

students regulate their behaviour 
and develop appropriate coping 
strategies (29%)

• Managed moves (22%)

Challenging behaviour within the Y&H region has increased with 
over half (59%) of governors and trustees reporting that their 
school/ trust has seen an increase in challenging behaviour in the 
past 12 months. 

However, unlike the national picture survey respondents in this 
region stated that there had not been an increase in the number of 
exclusions in the past 12 months. 23% increase reported elsewhere 

which is a real tribute to the work here.
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Staff wellbeing including workload comes into the top 3 together with developing 
and supporting staff. When we go on to discuss the NGA manifesto you will hear 
about our key asks for staff.
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Attendance – a top challenge & strategic priority 

Both top 3 challenge & 
priority 

Attendance 1st priority 
for MATs

Parental communication most 
successful tool 

Attendance as a top challenge:
– Primary (27%) Secondary (35%) 
– Maintained (25%) MAT (32%) 
Working with parents has been found the best way to 
improve attendance. Rewarding attendance and the 
disadvantaged – thoughts?
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Governor and 
trustee 
recruitment

• Recruitment challenges highest since the survey began in 2011

• 77% of respondents said it was hard to recruit new governors 
and trustees

• Up from 63% in 2022 - the largest year on year jump (+14%)

Over three quarters (79%) of respondents from 
Yorkshire and Humber feel that governor/ 
trustee recruitment is a challenge. This was 
above the average of 77% of respondents 
reporting challenges to recruitment. Y & H was 
the third most likely region to report challenges in 
governor/ trustee. 
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The governance role 

A steady increase on the 
percentage of those governing 
sharing the view that the 
governance role should be paid 
– 40%. 

Over a quarter of those 
surveyed (26%) are considering 
resigning from their 
governance role. 

Longitudinal data reveals a 
shift in employer attitudes 
towards paying for the time off 
to conduct governance duties 
with less than a third of 
respondents being provided 
paid time off to conduct their 
governance duties. 

Young people continue to 
be underrepresented in 
school and trust 
governance, with 91% of 
respondents aged over 40. 

- 40% think governance role should be paid
- Less than 1/3 volunteers getting paid time off to 
conduct their governance duties
- 26% of governors surveyed are considering resigning - A 
quarter (25%) in Y&H respondents 
- Need more young people on governing bodies
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Employment status of those who govern

27%

13%

13%

44%

4%

1%

Chairing positions 

Employed, full-time Employed, part-time

Self-employed Retired

Looking after family or home Other (unemployed & studying)

45%

17%

8%

25%

4%

1%

Non- chairing positions 

Employed, full-time Employed, part-time

Self-employed Retired

Looking after family or home Other (unemployed and studying)

The majority of Chairs (44%) are retired and this is due to the experience and time 
needed to undertake the role.
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Recruiting governors and trustees

You can sign up to recruitment services which help schools 
and trusts to find volunteers:

Governors for Schools is a charity that 
finds, places, and supports skilled 
volunteers as governors and trustees on 
school and academy boards. 

Inspiring Governance – is the DfE 
commissioned free online recruitment 
service, connecting schools and trusts in 
England with skilled local volunteers 
interested in becoming governors and 
trustees. 

Free recruitment resources for governors. Trustees is a 
paid service.
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55%

14%

7%

3%

49%

16%

10%

4%

Not considered joining a MAT Decided to join a MAT in the near
future

Don't know Wanted to join a MAT but cannot
find one that suits our school

The sector’s opinions on academisation: 2022 to 2023

2022 2023

Increase in those that are considering joining a MAT 
which is not surprising given the white paper Opportunity 
for all 2022; and the current direction of the regional 
directors
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Perceptions of being in a MAT

73%

49%

58%

73%

52%
59%

73%

50%

61%

72%

48%

58%

Our voices are heard by executive
leaders and trustees"

Our resources, including reserves,
should be shared with other schools in

the trust

Communication between the local and
trust board level is effective and

managed well

2020 2021 2022 2023

18. Perceptions of being in a MAT 
We asked local governors about their experiences of 
governing within a MAT

- 72% of those governing at a local level said their voice is 
heard by trustees and executive leaders, this remains 
consistent to recent years

- Over half (58%) feel that communication between the local 
tier and the trust board is effective and well managed, 
however - this is a reversal of the upward trend 
demonstrated in the last few years. 
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Our campaigns… 

nga.org.uk

Educators on 
Board 

Governance
Workload

Visible 
Governance 

Greener 
Governance 

Disadvantage 
360: Widening 

the lens

Equality, 
diversity and 

inclusion 

Governance workload: The sustainability of a voluntary 
role. Looking at the extent of the workload concerns for 
those who govern and to identify key factors that 
contribute. As we know, unrealistic demands hinder 
recruitment efforts and lead to the burnout and departure 
of experienced volunteers. Report due to be published on 
17 November and will be highlighted in the NGA annual 
address. 
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https://www.nga.org.uk/media/iugnxhkx/erg-report-publication-final.pdf

40%

48%

13%

Maintained Schools

Multi academy trusts

Single academy trusts

200 External 
Reviews of 

Governance (ERG) 
reports

External Reviews of Governance: 
Thematic Analysis

The research explored 200 reviews. 5 key focal points of the reviews:
• Governance structures and practices: 
• Vision and strategy setting;
• Executive Accountability; 
• Financial Oversight;
• Governance Support and Development.
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Most common challenges in order of prevalence 

Weaknesses in board composition1.

Lack of effective scrutiny2.

Lack of vision or strategy3.

1. Weaknesses in board composition, skills, or turnover were reported in nearly one-third 
of governance reviews.
• A lack of recruitment planning meant the rate of individuals leaving governance was 

increasing faster than vacancies could be filled. 
• Lack of targeted/skills led recruitment strategies
• Lack of succession planning led to examples where long-standing or unwilling chairs 

continued their roles with less motivation and commitment due to a perceived lack of 
alternatives. Where a new chair was needed, individuals sometimes assumed the role 
without adequate preparation.

2. Scrutiny, Focus, and Accountability
• A third of all boards and a quarter of MAT board reviews analysed, reported trustees 

were not effectively holding the CEO to account. (40% maintained, 33% Sats)
• Some ERGs highlighted a lack of any monitoring undertaken by governors or trustees 

outside of meetings, 
• Some board meetings did not allow enough time for questioning and scrutiny, while 

other reviews indicated an overreliance on a few experienced governors,
• Some examples of good practice NLGs highlighted; the governance professional 

providing new governors and trustees examples of generic, and topic focussed 
questions to pose at appropriate times to build confidence, 

3. Vision and Strategic Planning
• Over a third of boards either lacked a clearly defined vision or had one which did not 

include long-term considerations, making their future aspirations unclear.
• Governors and trustees had not been involved in the creation of the existing vision or its 

review, and therefore did not have a sense of ownership and were not monitoring how 
the strategy would bring about that aspiration.
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Most common challenges in order of prevalence 

Outdated governance structures4.

Poor financial oversight5.

Separation6.

4. Outdated Structures Outdated or over complex schemes of delegation sometimes 
led to role duplication, frustration, and unclear accountability This was particularly 
identified where trusts had grown rapidly or maintained schools transitioned to 
single academy trust (SAT) status. Many reviews found that the governance model 
did not meet the legal requirements outlined in the Academy Trust Handbook.

5. Financial Oversight
• One-fifth of NLG reviews found oversight of finances problematic.
• Boards lacked skilled governors and trustees with financial expertise
Additionally, monitoring the impact of targeted funding streams such as pupil 
premium revealed some inconsistent practices, leaving uncertainty that the money 
was supporting vulnerable groups effectively.

6. Separation
• Some boards felt having a member serving on multiple layers of the governance 

structure facilitated better communication and did not see the risk of ‘group think’ 
or potential conflicts.

• Evidence showed that some boards had appointed members for more than one 
role to overcome issues with fulfilling vacancies.

• Whilst some boards felt that to have a degree of overlap between members and 
trustees, and trustees and the local tier was helpful in enabling each tier of 
governance to be updated and facilitated communication. It is NGA and the DfE’s 
view that the most robust governance structures have a significant degree of 
separation between the individuals who are members and those who are 
trustees, and those who are trustees and serve on local committees. 

• The use of regular planned communication mechanisms between the trust board 
and the local tier is crucial to ensuring that the local tier feels valued, and 
stakeholders' voices are heard.
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Most common challenges in order of prevalence 

Negative board culture7.

Lack of training and development8.

Effective use of governance professionals9.

Insufficient risk management10.

7. Board dynamics – Healthy challenge. Negative where board dynamics and 
relationships between the board and executive leaders negatively affected 
decision-making. Factors like workload sharing and differing understandings of 
roles and purposes This theme emerged more frequently where structures and 
schemes of delegation had not evolved or were not clear.

8. Training and development - Effective development doesn’t always need to 
come from formal training, NLGs witnessed learning from peer networks 
facilitated by Local Authorities, MATs and informal school and trust locality 
groupings, as well as noting the impact of an outward facing board who took 
an interest in how things are done elsewhere to transform their own induction 
with ‘buddying’.

9. Governance Professionals - The analysis emphasised the crucial role of 
governance professionals in advising boards on matters of compliance and 
supporting with their expert knowledge and experience. Some of the reviews 
identified instances where the governance professional or clerk was the 
personal assistant to the headteacher or CEO or the business lead in the school 
or trust. Where this was the case, the reviews highlighted the importance for 
the board to consider mitigations against any potential conflicts of interest or 
lack of independence such as having a planned and communicated course of 
action in this event. 

10. Risk Management - effective identification of risk did not always lead to 
boards monitoring mitigations more closely or providing as effective financial 
oversight as was needed. 
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From classrooms to communities: 

a manifesto for schools and trusts

2024 general election

The King’s Speech 2023 – 7 November 2023

the introduction of the Advanced British Standard that will bring 
technical and academic routes into a single qualification” and plans to 
“reduce the number of young people studying pool quality university 
degrees and increase the number of undertaking high quality 
apprenticeships”.

While no specific Bills were announced, the Government has previously 
committed to publishing a White Paper next year on plans for an 
Advanced British Standard. Given the scale of such a change and 
limited time before a General Election must be called, it is unlikely any 
legislation will be tabled
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NGA Manifesto: from classrooms to communities

Future proofing
– Staff wellbeing, recruitment and 

retention
– Estates and environmental 

sustainability
– Ed-tech

Funding
– SEND
– Disadvantage
– Pupil mental health and wellbeing

Families
– Attendance
– Safeguarding
– Support services for families

Leadership and accountability
– Inspections
– Governance recruitment

From classrooms to communities: a manifesto for schools and trusts (nga.org.uk)

NGA's manifesto highlights the importance of governance, sustainability, technology, and family 
engagement in our education system. It is a clear call to action for the government to actively 
implement these proposals, ensuring they meet the needs of all young people and communities. 
Attendance: Attendance remains a significant challenge in the education sector. The manifesto 
acknowledges the government's efforts to address this issue but emphasises the importance of 
engaging with families and communities to improve attendance rates. Effective communication and 
advice to parents are highlighted as successful methods for enhancing attendance.
Safeguarding: The manifesto acknowledges a concerning rise in safeguarding concerns, including 
bullying, cyberbullying, neglect, and domestic abuse, with 71% of respondents reporting an 
increase in 2022 and 55% in 2023. NGA calls for the restoration of funding for children's early 
intervention support, emphasising the unsustainable pressure on schools.
Support Services for Families: As schools increasingly provide additional services, NGA calls for a 
review of expectations and resources, advocating for the Family Hub model's continued rollout to 
provide holistic support for young children and their families.
Funding: The manifesto stresses the need for funding to address both the sustainability of high-
quality education and the additional needs of vulnerable groups.
SEND (Special Educational Needs and Disabilities): NGA calls for the urgent implementation of the 
2022 SEND green paper, funding reform, an audit of special school places, and a consistent 
approach to training.
Disadvantage: The manifesto highlights the widening disadvantage gap due to the COVID-19 
pandemic and calls for the protection of the pupil premium's value and the extension of FSM 
eligibility to all pupils receiving Universal Credit.
Pupil Mental Health and Wellbeing: NGA emphasises the increasing need for mental health 
support in schools and urges the government to prioritise the provision of such support 
and access to specialist services.
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Staff wellbeing and workload

• A comprehensive, long-term plan for pay and incentives for all staff is 
essential to counter the salary deficit after a decade-long decline

• Part of broader strategy beyond financial aspects aimed at enhancing 
the appeal of a career in education

• Address the inequalities in recruitment, retention and development, from 
the crucial first stage of entry into the profession to leadership

Staff Wellbeing and Recruitment: The manifesto highlights the persistent 
challenges of recruitment and retention in the education sector. It calls for a 
comprehensive, long-term plan for pay and incentives for all staff to 
address the salary deficit and promote careers in education. Furthermore, 
the manifesto stresses the importance of improving diversity within the 
workforce.
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Estates and environmental sustainability 

• Establish a long-term programme for removing hazardous materials 
from schools, establishing clear and open lines of communication with 
governors and trustees as the responsible body

• Increased capital funding to ensure adequate resource to maintain and 
improve school buildings and estates

• Leadership capacity and funding must also be secured for premises 
improvements, renewable energy, and preparing our pupils to deal 
with environmental challenges, all with appropriate timelines given the 
climate emergency

Estates and Environmental Sustainability: NGA emphasises the need for a 
long-term program to remove hazardous materials from schools and invest 
in school estates. Modernising energy provision in schools is also a top 
priority, given the substantial contribution of schools to UK public sector 
building emissions. Leadership capacity and funding access are identified 
as crucial barriers to progress.
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Estates and environmental sustainability 

• Equal access to Ed-tech resources for pupils from low-income 
households and rural areas

• Increased capital funding to ensure adequate resource to maintain and 
improve school buildings and estates

• Ensure that funding does not disproportionally benefit schools with less 
disadvantaged student populations

• Adequate guarantees for safeguarding educational institutions against 
AI misuse and how it will be regulated

Ed Tech: The manifesto underlines the significance of equal access to Ed-
tech resources for all students, regardless of their economic background or 
geographical location. It calls on the government to ensure that funding is 
distributed equitably and emphasises the importance of safeguarding 
educational institutions against potential misuse of AI in education.
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Families 

• As well as the urgent need to rebuild attendance support services, it is 
important that engagement with families and communities is at the 
heart of their strategy

• Commit to restoring the funding levels and equipping local authorities to 
more effectively carry out their statutory duties

• A thorough review of the expectations of schools and trusts within the 
locality alongside other children and family services, and resources 
provided to the relevant agencies

• The continued roll out of the Family Hub model

Support Services for Families: As schools increasingly provide additional services, 
NGA calls for a review of expectations and resources, advocating for the Family Hub 
model's continued rollout to provide holistic support for young children and their 
families.
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Funding

• The 2022 SEND green paper to be followed through urgently alongside funding 
reform

• An audit of sufficiency of special school places and a consistent approach to 
training

• FSM eligibility should be extended to all those pupils in receipt of Universal 
Credit

• The NFF must be reviewed to ensure that as well as all schools receiving 
sufficient funding to sustain high quality education, they can meet the 
additional needs of vulnerable groups

• The provision of mental health support for young people throughout all schools 
and access to specialist services

Access to funding was the biggest challenge for boards in Y&H in 
relation to pupils with SEND followed by obtaining an EHC plan 
and engagement with local authority/ support services (59%).
Just over half (51%) of Y&H respondents reported an increase in 
safeguarding concerns over the past 12 months, 46% reported that 
safeguarding concerns had remained broadly the same and only 
2% shared that safeguarding concerns had decreased in the past 
12 months. 

Domestic abuse, neglect and bullying and cyberbullying were the 
top three concerns that boards reporting their school(s) had seen 
an increase in over the past 12 months. 
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Leadership and accountability

• A fully independent, expert and transparent review of school inspection and 
how inspections affect schools in disadvantaged communities

• Replace the current grading system with a more constructive alternative 
that helps schools to improve

• Greater recognition to be given to the role and responsibilities of 
governing boards in the inspection process 

• Ofsted’s capacity and expertise needs to be developed so it can inspect MATs 
as a single organisation

• Invest in a volunteer recruitment campaign to ensure citizens know that that 
this is an opportunity available to them to contribute to their communities

Leadership and Accountability: The manifesto welcomes changes in inspections but 
expresses concerns about their impact on school leaders and staff. NGA calls for an 
independent, expert, and transparent review of the inspection process and greater 
recognition of the role of governing boards. Additionally, it calls for a recruitment 
campaign to address the governance recruitment crisis.
A fully independent, expert and transparent review of school inspection and how 
inspections affect schools in disadvantaged communities 
Replace the current grading system with a more constructive alternative that helps 
schools to improve
Greater recognition to be given to the role and responsibilities of governing boards 
in the inspection process 
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Ofsted

• Despite increase in scrutiny of 
Ofsted’s role, views on inspections 
remain diverse

• majority (60%) support graded school 
inspection system

• 34% hold an opposing view

• School type and phase has no 
significant impact

• Staff governors most likely to oppose 
graded inspections - 58% 

Ofsted’s capacity and expertise needs to be developed so it can inspect MATs as a 
single organisation. Current inquiry into how well Ofsted is fulfilling its role by the 
cross-party Education Committee – launched July 2023. NGA provided evidence. 
Has the framework helped to improve school standards and teacher workload., 
looking at complaints procedure too – committee will make recommendations.
In October NGA Sam Henson met with the committee and outlined how we had seen a 
decline in governance being mentioned in Ofsted reports.
Amanda Spielman gave evidence on 8 Nov. 
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Our voice so far

• Party conferences
– Successfully disseminated 
– Handed to Bridgit Phillipson and meeting agreed in principle

• Media
– Published by TES
– Opinion piece for TES on the manifesto by the co-chief executives

• Comms
– News piece
– Newsletter
– GM magazine article

School governors call for long-term plan for staff pay | Tes
Disseminate the manifesto to all MPs and partners
Arrange meetings with main political parties
Call to action for members contact MPs directly re. key asks
We’re calling on our stakeholders to write to their MP to amplify the voice of 
the governance sector and the schools, trusts and communities they 
represent.

You could send your MP a copy of the manifesto or write to them about the 
specific challenges and concerns impacting your school or trust.

You can find out who your MP is and how to contact them by visiting the 
Parliament’s website: www.members.parliament.uk/members/commons
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Upcoming events

Zoom
Annual Seminar 4: the purpose of education 
and the role schools play in changing the world

4.30 - 6.00pm16 November

ZoomAnnual Address and AGM11 am start17 November

ZoomYoung Governors Network4.30 - 5.30pm28 November

Zoom
Webinar: What makes schools and trusts 
financially efficient? 

12.30 – 1.15pm06 December

ZoomSEND Network – members only4.30 - 6.00pm27 February 

•11:00am - 12:15pm Annual Address from NGA's co-chief executives and Q&A chaired by 
Lynn Howard, NGA's chair of trustees
•12:30pm AGM – thanks for casting your vote, much appreciated
All free events apart from SEND Network
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nga.org.uk

Thank you for all that you do

Katherine Soanes
Regional Lead
katherine.soanes@nga.org.uk

Any Questions?
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